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Reading Notes for Castro Chapter 4
Basic (X)HTML Formatting

Introduction
Chapter 4 briefly talks about "quick and dirty" ways to format text without using style
sheets. Remember we have been saying the basic idea of contemporary formatting is to
separate formatting from content. This chapter gives the exceptions to that rule.
Be sure to read my notes below, as some of the formatting tags Castro discusses are
not used in practice. I'll let you know which are most important.

Terms to know
Logical formatting tags
Physical formatting tags
Bold
Italic
Big
Small
Monospaced
Preformatted
Blockquote

Reading Notes
Page 74: The most used formatting tags are italic <i> and bold <b>. They're quick and
easily remembered. But I disagree with their use, and am in the process of ridding my
pages of them. Why? Because as physical formatting tags all they do is format - I'd like
to remain closer to the ideal of using HTML to structure text. That's why I favor logical
formatting tags.

The logical tag <strong> is interpreted by most browsers as bold, and <em>
(emphasis) is shown as italic. Why bother with these more complex tags? Because
aural readers have an easier time with these structural ways of presenting text. Also,
because with style sheets you can make a difference in how each tag shows without
resorting to classes or ids.

Notice in tips how many tags show in italic: emphasis, cite, dfn, var and address.
All of these can be defined in a style sheet to show differently; I define the address tag in
my style sheet as a smaller font in italic with no indent, for instance. And there's no
reason for these to be limited to italics: var could be made monospaced bold, which
makes sense.

Now I'm not going to try to talk anyone out of <b> and <i>. But just understand the
argument for using logical formatting tags, and keep them in the back of your mind for
later use.
Page 75: I strongly recommend you not use <big> or <small>. There are better, more
precise ways to do this with stylesheets.
Page 76: Monospaced type is usually ugly and should only be used sparingly. One
widely used convention is to put text that a learner is to type in a monospaced type. So
you would say type this phrase and it would stick out.

This is not to say the <tt>, <code>, <kbd>, or <samp> tags should not be used,
however. Again, you can use stylesheets to make them more useful. For instance, the
<samp> tag can be given a light gray background to help it stand out.
Page 77: The <pre> tag needs to go away. Basically, anything inside the <pre></pre>
tags appease exactly as you type it in your text editor, which is the opposite of what
you've been taught. The browser uses monospaced type, so all your spaces and returns
show exactly as you typed them. In the old days (before tables) we used these, but
honestly I can't think of a single instance in the last 6 years I've written the awful tag.
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Page 77: The <pre> tag needs to go away. Basically, anything inside the <pre></pre>
tags appease exactly as you type it in your text editor, which is the opposite of what
you've been taught. The browser uses monospaced type, so all your spaces and returns
show exactly as you typed them. In the old days (before tables) we used these, but
honestly I can't think of a single instance in the last 6 years I've written the awful tag.
Pages 78-79: The <blockquote> tag is one of the great quick and dirty formatting tags.
It's the easiest way to indent text, though remember it only works on blocks of text. This
is not the way to get a first line in a paragraph indented. It is of great use in formatting
your resumes, for instance. The only problem is that it indents from both margins.

The <q> tag is a different issue. It just plain is not recognized by the most popular
browser, Explorer for Windows, so is of no use in its basic form. Of course, you could
format it using stylesheets; otherwise just forget it.
Page 80: Superscript and subscript are quite useful for math formulae and annotations.
But they mess up line spacing, so you'll have to use stylesheets to make you pages
look good.
Pages 81 - 82: These are small use items, and worth knowing about if you're making
pages for certain audiences. I like the spirit of abbreviations and acronyms, but since
Explorer does not support them they are not of much use. While they will show as tool
tips, it's unlikely readers will know to access them.


